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Digital-First Membership

Future Women is a professional development club that
offers virtual events, leadership training and a curated
digital network to its members. Our community includes
ambitious women working in government, business and
the not-for-profit sector. We have created an exclusive
online space where members can connect with one
another, learn from Australia’s most influential individuals
and hone the leadership skills they need for the future.
Our network is growing rapidly in size and influence.
In fact, some of your employees may already be
casual members!
We propel women’s professional journeys to the next level
through digitally-based skills development, simultaneously
building both their confidence and their networks. This
unique program is public recognition of your organisational
commitment to nurturing female talent and investing in an
equipped, diverse and more equal workforce.

Breaking Down the Detail

The Future Woman Platinum+ Digital-First membership inclusions:
• Online Leaders Program, run over
the course of two weeks, hosted by
our Executive Education Partner,
Andrea Clarke VALUE: $1,500
• Small group online goal-setting
session VALUE: $250
• One-on-one phonecall/Skype
mentoring session VALUE: $450
• Unlimited access to bi-weekly
webcasts with inspiring leaders
VALUE: $1,100

• Speaking opportunities at FW
online events
• Weekly newsletters VALUE: $250

• Lifetime red membership of Future
Women at completion VALUE: $240
• Digital Member Directory and
exclusive LinkedIn Community
Access VALUE: $500
• Bi-annual reporting of educational
progress and membership
milestones VALUE: $2,000
• 1 x Ticket to our 2-day Leadership
Summit in Sydney, 8th and 9th
March, 2021 VALUE $3,000
• 1 x Leaders Webinar VALUE $100
• Access to FW Leadership podcasts
• Online Book Club

Cost per member $5,500
Now $3,000 CODE: EOFYS
BUY NOW

FIND OUT MORE
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TOTAL VALUE $9,390
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“Companies in the top-quartile for gender
diversity on executive teams were 21% more likely
to outperform on profitability and 27% more likely
to have superior value creation. The highestperforming companies on both profitability and
diversity had more women in line roles than in
staff roles on their executive teams.” —McKinsey &

Company ‘Delivering Through Diversity’ report, 2017
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In praise of the Online Leaders Program:

“Excellent, practical activities that I can take
away with me and implement in my career.”
“The course didn’t meet my expectations... it
exceeded them. This was the best online learning
environment I have ever experienced - both
professionally and through personal studies.”

